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II.     The Long-Term Trend: The Late 1970s to the Late 1990s

Nationwide, income inequality increased significantly during the 1980s and 1990s, a stark
reversal of the trend towards lessening inequality that prevailed between World War II and the
1970s.  Gaps in income between high-income families and poor families and between
high-income families and middle-income families have widened across the United States, in
every region and in virtually every state.  As a group, low-income families have seen their
incomes decline while the incomes of middle-income families have risen only slightly.  The
incomes of the wealthiest families, by contrast, have grown dramatically.  These developments
occurred both in the 1980s and the 1990s.  This chapter examines this long-term — post 1979 —
trend in the growth in income inequality, while the next chapter examines the trends in the 1990s.

To assess how families at different income levels have fared over the past two decades,
this report measures income inequality at three points in time: the late 1970s, the late 1980s, and
the late 1990s.  These periods reflect comparable points in the economic cycle.  For each time
period, all families are ranked by income and divided into five groups (or "quintiles"), each made
up of the same number of persons.  The average income of families in each quintile is then
calculated for each of the three time periods.  The change in the income held by each quintile is
one way in which researchers commonly illustrate changes in the distribution of income over
time by, for instance, showing that income growth was higher among higher income groups.

Income Trends: Differences Between High- and Low-Income Families

In comparing the varying income trends of families at different points in the income
distribution, there is a dramatic contrast between how the richest fifth of families and the poorest
fifth of families fared over the last two decades.  Table 1 shows how families in the top and
bottom fifths of the distribution have fared since the late 1970s in each of the 50 states.  The table
presents both the percentage change in average incomes and the dollar change in average



   1  In the remaining state, Alaska, the incomes of both the poorest families and the richest families increased, and
the percentage increase in the incomes of the bottom fifth of families exceeded the percentage increase for the top
fifth of families.  Specifically, the average income of the poorest 20 percent of families increased from $15,620 to
$18,260 between the late 1970s and the late 1990s, an increase of nearly 17 percent.  The average income of the
richest 20 percent of families rose from $144,810 to $147,430 over the same period, an increase of two percent. 
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incomes.  (The directions of most of the changes in average incomes are statistically significant
at the 95 percent level of confidence.  In Tables 1, 5, 9, and 12 states are only counted as a state
where the poor grew poorer or the middle class lost income if the decline in average income is
statistically significant.  See the footnote to Table 1 for details.) 

In 18 states, the poorest fifth of families grew poorer between the late 1970s and the late
1990s.  In 11 of those states, the incomes of families in the bottom quintile of the income
distribution dropped by more than 10 percent.  In four states — Arizona, New Mexico, New
York, and Wyoming — the poorest fifth of families experienced a decline in income of more
than 20 percent.

In every state but three, by contrast, families in the top 20 percent of the income
distribution saw their incomes swell between the late 1970s and the late 1990s.  In 31 states, the
incomes of the upper fifth of families jumped by over 30 percent.  In New York, for example, the
average income of the bottom fifth of families fell by $2,900 from the late 1970s to the late
1990s, a drop of over 20 percent.  Over the same period, New York's richest 20 percent of
families saw their incomes rise by $45,480, or over 40 percent.  (All figures are presented in
1997 inflation-adjusted dollars.)

The high-income families were growing richer in 16 of the 18 states in which the poor
grew poorer.  In the remaining two states — Montana and Wyoming — the average income of
the poorest families declined by 15 percent or more, while the average income of the richest
families remained essentially the same. 

In 31 of the 32 states where incomes of the bottom fifth of families either rose or did not
change between the late 1970s and late 1990s, the incomes of the top fifth of families grew faster
than the incomes of the bottom fifth.1  In 20 of these states, incomes of the bottom fifth were
essentially stagnant, growing by a statistically insignificant amount over two decades, while the
incomes of the top fifth grew by more than 20 percent.

In Florida, for example, the average income of families in the bottom fifth of the
distribution increased by only 1.2 percent, or $140 between the late 1970s and the late 1990s (a
change that was not statistically significant).  Families in the top fifth of the distribution, on the
other hand, saw their incomes rise by over 36 percent, or by $33,240.

The trend toward widening inequality is even more pronounced when families in the top
five percent of the income distribution are compared to the bottom fifth.  Table 1A shows this



   2  An analysis of the average income of the top five percent of families was conducted for eleven large states that
have sufficient observations in the Current Population Survey to allow the calculation of reliable estimates of the
average income of the top five percent of families.
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percent certainty.  See the footnote in Table 1 for details.
* Dollar changes marked with an asterisk are statistically significant.  The direction of the change is known with 95

Table 1A
Dollar and Percent Change in Average Income of Bottom Fifth and Top 5%

of Families, ’78-’80 to ’96-’98

Top 5%Bottom FifthState

5 Large States Where the Bottom Fifth Grew Poorer and Top 5% Grew Richer

48.5%*81,715-19.1%*(2,884)California
49.5%*74,040-8.1%*(1,297)Michigan
66.9%*107,875-21.2%*(2,897)New York
57.2%*84,420-11.4%*(1,791)Ohio
35.0%*58,480-9.3%*(1,149)Texas

6 Large States Where Incomes of the Top 5% Grew Faster then Incomes of the Bottom Fifth

57.4%*78,4441.2% 139Florida
42.2%*69,187-1.0% (146)Illinois
59.8%*96,328-2.4% (370)Massachusetts
68.6%*111,3048.0%*1,293New Jersey
51.9%*72,8620.1% 18North Carolina
74.8%*104,447-2.7% (416)Pennsylvania

55.5%*84,762-6.5%*(897)Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the U.S. Census 

Bureau’s Current Population Survey.

comparison for the eleven
large states where such a
calculation can be made.2 
In ten of the eleven states,
the incomes of the bottom
fifth of families either
declined or grew very little
between the late 70s and
late 90s.  In all eleven
states, however, the
incomes of the top five
percent of families
increased by 35 percent or
more.

Changes in 
Income Gaps 

The gap in income
between high- and
low-income families at any point in time may be measured by dividing the average income of the
top quintile by the average income of the bottom quintile.  This calculation provides a
"top-to-bottom" income ratio.  Table 2 shows the top-to-bottom ratios in all fifty states in the
1990s, and the ranking of each state.  New York, ranked first, has a larger income gap between
the top fifth of families and the bottom fifth than any other state. 

There are nine states — New York, Arizona, New Mexico, Louisiana, California, Rhode
Island, Texas, Oregon, and Kentucky — where the average income of the richest fifth of families
was more than eleven times as great as the average income of the bottom fifth of families.  In
most of these states, the average income of the bottom fifth of families was well below the
national average.

At the other end of the spectrum, there are only four states — North Dakota, Iowa,
Indiana, and Utah — where the richest fifth of families had less than eight times the average
income of the bottom fifth.  These are the states where income was distributed least unevenly,
although the gap between high-income and poor families was still quite large.  In these four
states, the average income of the bottom fifth of families was well above the national average.
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changes.
based on samples of the population in each state.  No statistical tests were performed on the percentage
$31,678 gain in the income of the top fifth reflects a true gain.  The test is important since these income data are
average income of the bottom fifth reflects a true income drop, but we can say with 95 percent certainty that the
fell) is correct.  For example, in Wisconsin, we cannot say with 95 percent certainty that the $439 drop in
statistical test, we are 95 percent certain that the direction of the change noted (i.e., whether income rose or
* Dollar changes marked with an asterisk are "statically significant."  That is, according to a commonly-used

Table 1
Dollar and Percent Change in Average Income of Bottom and Top Fifths

of Families, ’78-’80 to ’96-’98

Top FifthBottom FifthState

18 States Where the Bottom Fifth Grew Poorer and Top Fifth Grew Richer

2.6% 2,759-29.8%*(5,613)Wyoming
31.4%*33,712-26.5%*(3,884)Arizona
42.6%*45,481-21.2%*(2,897)New York
27.8%*31,814-19.1%*(2,884)California
17.3%*16,400-21.5%*(2,392)New Mexico
31.9%*24,713-18.0%*(2,154)West Virginia
52.2%*49,518-13.0%*(1,933)Oregon
2.5% 2,467-15.1%*(1,912)Montana

34.2%*34,742-11.4%*(1,791)Ohio
12.8%*13,114-12.5%*(1,656)Oklahoma
13.6%*13,364-13.6%*(1,468)Louisiana
70.9%*66,447-9.0%*(1,340)Rhode Island
27.7%*29,258-8.1%*(1,297)Michigan
19.6%*18,354-7.2%*(1,173)Iowa
23.1%*24,435-9.3%*(1,149)Texas
51.6%*48,285-6.8%*(1,057)Kansas
25.0%*22,568-7.0%*(1,005)Idaho
24.1%*23,720-5.7%*(700)Georgia

31 States Where Incomes of the Top Fifth Grew Faster Than Incomes of the Bottom Fifth

30.5%*34,733-6.6% (1,072)Hawaii
54.2%*61,180-5.0% (924)Connecticut
24.5%*26,008-4.9% (801)Nevada
50.1%*49,490-4.0% (707)New Hampshire
30.2%*31,678-2.6% (439)Wisconsin
49.2%*41,491-3.7% (436)Kentucky
43.3%*42,499-2.7% (416)Pennsylvania
41.4%*45,888-2.4% (370)Massachusetts
42.6%*43,281-1.9% (317)Minnesota
42.7%*45,195-1.4% (194)Virginia
26.4%*29,444-1.0% (146)Illinois
39.5%*35,8310.1% 18North Carolina
36.1%*33,2431.2% 139Florida
32.9%*33,6041.4% 211Delaware
25.3%*22,1051.8% 233Maine
32.9%*29,9401.7% 243Vermont
32.0%*31,0022.0% 275Missouri
30.2%*32,1911.9% 281Washington
35.1%*42,7792.0% 355Maryland
12.8%*12,0783.9% 503North Dakota
26.3%*22,0169.3%*877Mississippi
35.0%*31,9266.5% 899Nebraska
26.5%*22,78811.1%*1,175Tennessee
37.3%*33,1058.4%*1,288Indiana
46.7%*52,8358.0%*1,293New Jersey
23.6%*18,98114.5%*1,363Arkansas
30.5%*34,7889.3%*1,571Colorado
38.2%*32,99716.8%*1,613Alabama
30.5%*29,43512.6%*2,040Utah
32.7%*28,63220.7%*2,297South Carolina
48.6%*43,41319.9%*2,441South Dakota

1 State Where Incomes of the Bottom Fifth Grew Faster Than Incomes of the Top Fifth

1.8% 2,62716.9%*2,640Alaska

74.6%*86,794-21.9%*(2,107)District of Columbia

33.3%*34,365-6.5%*(897)Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
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Table 2
Ratio of Incomes of Top and Bottom Fifths of Families, 

’96-’98

ratio
Top-to-bottom

top fifth of families
Average income of

bottom fifth of families 
Average income of

RankState

14.1152,34910,7691New York
13.1141,19010,8012Arizona
12.8111,2958,7203New Mexico
12.0111,4419,2894Louisiana
11.9146,06612,2395California
11.8160,17613,5276Rhode Island
11.6130,30211,2007Texas
11.2144,30012,9028Oregon
11.1125,79711,3659Kentucky
10.7151,11714,14110Virginia
10.6119,47011,22511Alabama
10.6122,12811,49112Georgia
10.6125,20411,84713Florida
10.4102,1749,80514West Virginia
10.3105,61210,27915Mississippi
10.2156,60615,34216Massachusetts
10.0126,58012,61717North Carolina
10.0115,27211,55818Oklahoma

9.9174,14917,61519Connecticut
9.8148,45815,11920Hawaii
9.8141,90314,47021Kansas
9.7136,25913,98622Ohio
9.6141,10414,66623Illinois
9.5165,95817,44724New Jersey
9.4140,62714,90025Pennsylvania
9.399,90410,76226Montana
9.3108,68611,74927Tennessee
9.299,51910,77128Arkansas
9.2134,70714,62229Michigan
9.2164,81617,94130Maryland
9.2138,78715,12331Washington
9.0132,77314,73032South Dakota
9.0127,73814,19633Missouri
8.8148,31516,83234New Hampshire
8.8144,91916,46435Minnesota
8.7116,22313,39036South Carolina
8.7135,73215,66037Delaware
8.5132,30115,63538Nevada
8.5112,73213,33639Idaho
8.4120,82614,40040Vermont
8.4123,01814,71441Nebraska
8.2108,45013,23842Wyoming
8.2136,40416,69043Wisconsin
8.1109,61913,53944Maine
8.1147,43218,26445Alaska
8.1148,81218,45046Colorado
7.9106,30413,42347North Dakota
7.4111,85215,14348Iowa
7.3121,95516,66049Indiana
6.9125,92618,17450Utah

27.1203,1107,498District of Columbia

10.6137,48512,986Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s 
Current Population Survey.
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Map 1

Map 1 shows the most unequal and least unequal states as measured by the top-to-bottom
ratio in the late 1990s.  Inequality is greatest in the Southeastern and the Southwestern states. 
The Midwest Plains region and northern New England are the least unequal.

Changes in inequality over time can be assessed by comparing the top-to-bottom ratios
for each of the 50 states in the late 1970s to the same ratios in the late 1990s.  As shown in Table
3, inequality has grown substantially over the period.  In 46 states, the ratio increased by a
statistically significant amount.  In three states, the ratio increased, but not by a statistically
significant amount.  The last column of Table 3 shows the extent to which the top-to-bottom
ratios grew over the two-decade period.  The rank of each state shows how the growth in
inequality in that state compared to the growth in inequality in other states. 

In the late 1970s, there was no state where high-income families had average income that
was 9.5 times larger than the average incomes of low-income families.  By the late 1990s, 24
states had "top-to-bottom" ratios of 9.5 or greater.  

The greatest increase in income inequality occurred in New York.  In the late 1970s, the
richest fifth of families in New York had about eight times the income of the poorest fifth of
families.  By the late 1990s, the richest fifth of families had over 14 times the income of families
in the bottom fifth of the distribution.  The increased inequality resulted in part from a drop in the
income of families in the bottom quintile of the distribution from $13,670 to $10,780, a decline
of $2,900.  Meanwhile, the average income of families at the top of the distribution in New York
increased from $106,870 to $152,350, an increase of $45,480.
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the table are true increases or decreases in income inequality.
percent level of confidence.  That is, one can say with 95 percent certainty that the increases or decreases shown in
* The direction of the changes in the top/bottom ratio marked with an asterisk are statistically significant at the 95

Table 3
Change in Ratio of Incomes of Top and Bottom Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 - ’96-’98

top/bottom ratio
Change in

’96-’98
Top-to-bottom ratio

ratio ’78-’80
Top-to-bottom

RankState

*6.314.17.81New York
*5.813.17.32Arizona
*5.511.86.33Rhode Island
*4.811.26.44Oregon
*4.411.97.65California
*4.212.88.56New Mexico
*3.910.46.57West Virginia
*3.911.17.18Kentucky
*3.89.96.19Connecticut
*3.89.86.010Kansas
*3.39.76.411Ohio
*3.310.77.412Virginia
*3.28.85.613New Hampshire
*3.210.27.014Massachusetts
*3.111.68.615Texas
*3.09.46.416Pennsylvania
*2.912.09.117Louisiana
*2.810.07.218North Carolina
*2.89.87.019Hawaii
*2.78.86.120Minnesota
*2.710.67.921Florida
*2.69.26.622Michigan
*2.68.25.623Wyoming
*2.610.68.124Georgia
*2.59.57.025New Jersey
*2.29.26.926Maryland
*2.210.07.727Oklahoma
*2.28.56.328Idaho
*2.19.67.529Illinois
*2.18.26.130Wisconsin
*2.18.76.631Delaware
*2.09.06.932Missouri
*2.09.27.233Washington
*2.08.56.534Nevada
*2.08.46.435Vermont
*1.88.46.636Nebraska
*1.79.07.337South Dakota
*1.77.45.738Iowa
*1.610.69.039Alabama
*1.69.37.740Montana
*1.57.35.841Indiana
*1.58.16.642Maine
*1.410.38.943Mississippi
*1.38.16.844Colorado
*1.19.38.145Tennessee
*0.96.96.046Utah
 0.88.77.947South Carolina
 0.79.28.648Arkansas
 0.67.97.349North Dakota
*-1.28.19.350Alaska

*15.027.112.1District of Columbia

*3.210.67.4Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
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shown in the table are true increases in income inequality.
the 95 percent level of confidence.  That is, one can say with 95 percent certainty that the increases
* The direction of the changes in the top/bottom ratio marked with an asterisk are statistically significant at

Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
Source: Economic Policy Institute/Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the U.S.

Table 3A
Change in Ratio of Incomes of Top 5% and Bottom Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 - ’96-’98

ratio
Change in Top/Bottom

’96-’98
Top-to-bottom ratio

’78-’80
Top-to-bottom ratio

State

*9.320.511.2California
*6.518.211.7Florida
*4.815.911.1Illinois
*6.516.810.2Massachusetts
*5.915.39.4Michigan
*5.615.710.0New Jersey
*13.225.011.8New York
*5.816.911.1North Carolina
*7.216.69.4Ohio
*7.316.49.1Pennsylvania
*6.620.113.5Texas

*7.318.311.0Total U.S.

Number of States in Which the Share of Income Held by Each Fifth
of Families Increased or Decreased, ’78-’80 to ’96-’98

POOREST Fifth SECOND Poorest Fifth MIDDLE Fifth NEXT Richest Fifth RICHEST Fifth

 States Where Income Increased   States Where Income Decreased

3

47

1

49

4

50 46

50

0 0

Figure 1

 The dimensions of the
increase in inequality become
even clearer when the income
of the poorest 20 percent of
families is compared to the
richest five percent of
families.  Table 3A shows
that, once again, the greatest
increase in income inequality
occurred in New York.  In the
late 1970s, the richest five
percent of families in New
York had about 12 times the
income of the poorest fifth of
families on average.  By the
late 1990s, the richest five
percent of families had 25
times the income of families
in the bottom fifth of the
distribution — a more than doubling of the income gap.  As indicated above, the increased
inequality resulted in part from a drop in the income of families in the bottom quintile of the
distribution from $13,670 to $10,770 over the two decade period.  Over the same period, the
average income of the richest five percent of families in New York increased from $161,180 to
$269,050, an increase of $107,880.  Inequality increased dramatically in California as well.  By
the late 1990s, the average income of the top five percent of families in California was more than
20 times the average income of the poorest 20 percent of families — almost double the gap in the
late 1970s.

Changes in Income Shares 

Another way to measure
changes in income inequality over
time is to look at changes in the
share of total family income held
by each fifth of families in the
income distribution. 

Figure 1 shows the number
of states where the share of
income held by each quintile rose
or fell between the late 1970s and
the late 1990s.  In virtually all
states, the share of income held by
the bottom 80 percent of families
fell over the period.  By contrast



   3  In three states — Alaska, Montana, and Wyoming — the increases in the incomes of the top fifth of families
were not statistically significant.
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in every state the percentage of total family income held by the richest families increased since
the 1970s. 

Table 4 shows the share of income held by the top and bottom fifths of families in each of
the states in the late 1970s and in the late 1990s.  Alaska, South Dakota and Tennessee were the
only states in which the share of income held by the bottom fifth of families did not decline
between the 1970s and the 1990s.  In each of the remaining 47 states, the share of income held by
the poorest fifth of families decreased.  The share held by the top fifth of families increased in
every state. 

Income Trends: Differences between High- and Middle-Income Families

It was not only the poor as a group that failed to share in the income growth that has
occurred since the late 1970s.  Families in the middle of the distribution were also left behind
compared to families at the top of the income distribution.

 Table 5 shows the dollar and percentage change in the average incomes of families in the
middle and top fifths of the income distribution between the late 1970s and the late 1990s. 

In 11 states, the average income of families in the middle fifth fell while the average
income of those in the top fifth rose.3  In Arizona, for example, families in the middle fifth of the
income distribution saw their incomes fall by $4,520 from the late 1970s to the late 1990s, a drop
of 11 percent.  Incomes of the richest 20 percent of families in Arizona increased by $33,710
over the same period, or by 31 percent. 

In 39 states, the average income of families in the middle of the distribution either
remained about the same or rose, but did not keep pace with the increases in the average income
of families in the top 20 percent of the distribution.  In eight of these states the middle fifth grew
five percent or less while the top fifth grew by more than 20 percent.  In Michigan, for example,
the average income of the middle fifth of families increased four percent, or by $2,140.  The
richest 20 percent of families in Michigan, however, saw their incomes increase by $29,260 on
average, an increase of 28 percent.  In all but two of the states where the incomes of the middle
fifth grew, that growth was less than half the growth in the incomes of the richest fifth of
families.  The exceptions are Alabama and South Carolina.

Changes in Income Gaps

The ratio of the average income of the top fifth of families to the average income of the
middle fifth of families is shown in Table 6 for all fifty states.  In the late 1990s, the gap between 
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Table 4
Share of Income Held by Bottom and Top Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 through ’96-’98

Share of IncomeShare of Income
held by top fifthheld by bottom fifth

’96-’98’78-’80’96-’98’78-’80State

45.2%40.7%4.8%5.3%Alabama
42.4%41.4%6.3%5.3%Alaska
50.8%40.1%3.9%7.0%Arizona
44.6%42.7%5.6%5.7%Arkansas
48.6%39.9%4.2%6.3%California
43.6%37.2%6.0%7.0%Colorado
44.4%36.6%5.2%8.0%Connecticut
44.4%38.1%5.6%7.0%Delaware
45.0%40.1%4.9%5.9%Florida
44.3%39.8%4.4%5.8%Georgia
39.1%35.5%6.0%7.1%Hawaii
42.4%38.0%5.8%7.9%Idaho
43.4%37.1%5.3%6.1%Illinois
42.0%35.6%7.0%7.8%Indiana
41.0%35.1%6.8%8.2%Iowa
46.4%37.1%5.9%7.4%Kansas
44.5%36.7%4.7%6.3%Kentucky
46.1%40.3%4.2%5.5%Louisiana
42.1%37.5%6.4%7.2%Maine
45.0%37.1%5.3%7.1%Maryland
43.4%36.8%5.3%7.1%Massachusetts
42.2%35.7%5.5%7.3%Michigan
41.3%35.7%5.7%8.4%Minnesota
47.3%41.1%5.1%5.5%Mississippi
42.7%38.5%5.8%7.1%Missouri
42.2%38.6%5.2%6.3%Montana
42.7%35.9%6.2%7.2%Nebraska
44.7%37.6%5.8%7.1%Nevada
45.0%36.7%6.2%8.0%New Hampshire
43.4%36.1%5.5%6.8%New Jersey
50.3%41.7%3.8%5.6%New Mexico
48.7%38.9%3.8%6.4%New York
44.6%39.0%5.1%6.2%North Carolina
40.8%37.5%6.5%7.3%North Dakota
43.1%36.6%5.4%7.4%Ohio
45.8%40.7%5.1%6.6%Oklahoma
48.1%37.6%5.0%7.5%Oregon
44.0%35.3%5.6%7.5%Pennsylvania
47.6%34.9%4.7%7.9%Rhode Island
43.5%39.2%5.7%6.0%South Carolina
44.8%38.6%6.8%6.7%South Dakota
43.7%40.0%5.6%5.6%Tennessee
48.7%41.4%4.3%5.4%Texas
41.2%36.7%7.4%8.4%Utah
42.2%35.9%5.9%7.3%Vermont
44.5%38.6%5.1%6.2%Virginia
41.9%38.1%5.6%6.8%Washington
43.7%37.4%5.0%6.8%West Virginia
41.9%34.9%6.3%8.4%Wisconsin
41.9%36.7%6.3%8.3%Wyoming

61.6%47.7%2.1%4.3%District of Columbia

45.4%38.4%4.9%6.5%Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
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95 percent certainty.  See the footnote in Table 1 for details.
* Dollar changes marked with an asterisk are statistically significant.  The direction of the change is known with

Table 5
Dollar and Percent Change in Average Income of Middle and Top Fifths

of Families, ’78-’80 to ’96-’98

Top FifthMiddle FifthState

11 States Where the Middle Fifth Grew Poorer and the Top Fifth Grew Richer

2.6% 2,759-15.7%*(7,731)Wyoming
31.4%*33,712-10.5%*(4,518)Arizona
2.5% 2,467-9.9%*(4,088)Montana

17.3%*16,400-9.0%*(3,364)New Mexico
19.6%*18,354-4.1%*(1,877)Iowa
23.1%*24,435-3.8%*(1,611)Texas
13.6%*13,364-3.9%*(1,540)Louisiana
27.8%*31,814-3.2%*(1,538)California
1.8% 2,627-2.5%*(1,457)Alaska

24.5%*26,008-2.6%*(1,204)Nevada
31.9%*24,713-3.3%*(1,182)West Virginia

39 States Where Incomes of the Top Fifth Grew Faster than the Incomes of the Middle Fifth

12.8%*13,114-1.0% (417)Oklahoma
52.2%*49,5180.4% 194Oregon
30.5%*34,7330.9% 477Hawaii
25.0%*22,5681.9%*781Idaho
26.3%*22,0164.6%*1,536Mississippi
23.6%*18,9815.0%*1,617Arkansas
12.8%*12,0784.0%*1,635North Dakota
42.6%*45,4813.8%*1,728New York
27.7%*29,2584.3%*2,142Michigan
26.4%*29,4444.6%*2,258Illinois
34.2%*34,7425.4%*2,506Ohio
35.0%*31,9266.1%*2,655Nebraska
51.6%*48,2856.7%*2,924Kansas
24.1%*23,7207.1%*2,933Georgia
26.5%*22,7889.7%*3,497Tennessee
30.2%*31,6787.7%*3,681Wisconsin
43.3%*42,4998.4%*3,791Pennsylvania
25.3%*22,10511.9%*4,441Maine
37.3%*33,10510.3%*4,485Indiana
32.9%*33,6049.7%*4,488Delaware
36.1%*33,24312.3%*4,496Florida
49.2%*41,49111.5%*4,511Kentucky
30.5%*34,7889.2%*4,547Colorado
39.5%*35,83112.0%*4,683North Carolina
48.6%*43,41312.9%*4,802South Dakota
30.2%*32,19110.6%*4,927Washington
32.0%*31,00211.7%*4,965Missouri
30.5%*29,43512.1%*5,293Utah
32.9%*29,94013.3%*5,350Vermont
42.7%*45,19512.3%*5,629Virginia
35.1%*42,77910.7%*5,798Maryland
50.1%*49,49013.7%*6,308New Hampshire
70.9%*66,44714.4%*6,448Rhode Island
32.7%*28,63219.6%*7,187South Carolina
42.6%*43,28116.6%*7,791Minnesota
38.2%*32,99722.6%*7,868Alabama
41.4%*45,88817.4%*8,518Massachusetts
46.7%*52,83520.5%*10,335New Jersey
54.2%*61,18020.9%*10,604Connecticut

74.6%*86,794-3.7%*(1,411)District of Columbia

33.3%*34,3655.1%*2,246Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the
U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
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Table 6
Ratio of Incomes of Top and Middle Fifths of Families, 

’96-’98

ratio
Top-to-middle

top fifth of families
Average income of

middle fifth of families 
Average income of

RankState

3.7141,19038,6241Arizona
3.3111,29533,9812New Mexico
3.3152,34946,7563New York
3.2144,30044,9844Oregon
3.2130,30241,0995Texas
3.2146,06646,0766California
3.2132,77341,9207South Dakota
3.1160,17651,0718Rhode Island
3.0125,20441,0949Florida
3.0141,90346,74710Kansas
3.0105,61234,99111Mississippi
3.0111,44137,76412Louisiana
2.9102,17434,68613West Virginia
2.9151,11751,44414Virginia
2.999,51933,95415Arkansas
2.9115,27239,44116Oklahoma
2.9126,58043,74817North Carolina
2.9132,30145,83418Nevada
2.9140,62748,79719Pennsylvania
2.9125,79743,72220Kentucky
2.8148,31552,29421New Hampshire
2.8174,14961,46122Connecticut
2.8148,45852,42223Hawaii
2.8119,47042,75624Alabama
2.8122,12843,99025Georgia
2.8136,25949,13526Ohio
2.8164,81659,87927Maryland
2.7141,10451,33728Illinois
2.7148,81254,20229Colorado
2.7108,68639,60730Tennessee
2.7165,95860,80131New Jersey
2.7156,60657,41732Massachusetts
2.7112,73241,49833Idaho
2.7127,73847,24034Missouri
2.7138,78751,54135Washington
2.799,90437,16536Montana
2.7123,01845,90637Nebraska
2.7135,73250,92038Delaware
2.7144,91954,63439Minnesota
2.6116,22343,88540South Carolina
2.6120,82645,64341Vermont
2.6136,40451,64742Wisconsin
2.6109,61941,75043Maine
2.6147,43256,19644Alaska
2.6134,70751,51345Michigan
2.6108,45041,66646Wyoming
2.6125,92649,01047Utah
2.6111,85243,78048Iowa
2.5121,95547,87649Indiana
2.5106,30442,29450North Dakota

5.5203,11036,918District of Columbia

3.0137,48546,530Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the 
U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.
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income inequality.
with 95 percent certainty that the increases shown in the table are true increases in
statistically significant at the 95 percent level of confidence.  That is, one can say
* The direction of the changes in the top/middle ratio marked with an asterisk are

Table 7A
Change in Ratio of Incomes of Top 5% and Middle Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 - ’96-’98

top/middle ratio
Change in

ratio ’96-’98
 Top-to-middle

ratio ’78-’80
Top-to-middle

State

*1.95.43.5California
*1.55.23.7Florida
*1.24.53.3Illinois
*1.24.53.3Massachusetts
*1.34.33.0Michigan
*1.34.53.2New Jersey
*2.25.83.6New York
*1.34.93.6North Carolina
*1.64.73.2Ohio
*1.95.03.1Pennsylvania
*1.65.53.9Texas

*1.75.13.5Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.

high-income and middle class families was the widest in 12 states — Arizona, New Mexico,
New York, Oregon, Texas, California, South Dakota, Rhode Island, Florida, Kansas, Mississippi,
and Louisiana — where the average income of the richest fifth of families was at least three
times as large as the average income of the middle fifth of families.  In California, for example,
the middle fifth of families had average income of $46,080 while the richest fifth of families had
average income of $146,070. 

At the other end of the spectrum, five of the eleven states with the smallest top-to-middle
ratios in the late 1990s were in the Midwest region.  The states with the smallest top-to-middle
ratios were — South Carolina, Vermont, Wisconsin, Maine, Alaska, Michigan, Wyoming, Utah,
Iowa, Indiana, and North Dakota. 

The income gaps shown in Table 6 were not always so great.  Between the late 1970s and
the late 1990s, the gap between the average income of middle-income families and the average
income of high-income families grew significantly in 45 states.  As shown in Table 7, which
ranks states by the degree to which its gap increased over the period, the greatest increase in
inequality between middle class and high-income families was in Arizona, followed by Oregon,
Rhode Island, Kansas, and New York. 

In the late 1970s, there was not a single state where the average income of families in the
top quintile of the distribution was as much as 2.7 times as great as the average income of
families in the middle
quintile.  By the late
1990s, there were 39 states
where the gap was this
wide. 

Table 7A compares
the top-to-middle ratio
using the top five percent
and middle 20 percent of
the income distribution. 
Over the two-decade
period this table shows an
increase in inequality
nationally of 1.7 points.  
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true increases in income inequality.
percent level of confidence.  That is, one can say with 95 percent certainty that the increases shown in the table are
* The direction of the changes in the top/middle ratio marked with an asterisk are statistically significant at the 95

Current Population Survey.
Source: Economic Policy Institute/Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau

Table 7
Change in Ratio of Incomes of Top and Middle Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 - ’96-’98

top/middle ratio
 Change in

’96-’98
 Top-to-middle ratio

’78-’80
Top-to-middle ratio

RankState

*1.23.72.51Arizona
*1.13.22.12Oregon
*1.03.12.13Rhode Island
*0.93.02.14Kansas
*0.93.32.45New York
*0.82.92.26West Virginia
*0.83.22.47California
*0.83.22.48South Dakota
*0.73.32.59New Mexico
*0.72.92.210Kentucky
*0.72.92.211Pennsylvania
*0.73.22.512Texas
*0.72.82.113New Hampshire
*0.62.82.214Hawaii
*0.62.92.315Nevada
*0.62.92.316Virginia
*0.62.82.217Connecticut
*0.62.82.218Ohio
*0.62.72.119Nebraska
*0.62.92.320North Carolina
*0.53.02.521Florida
*0.53.02.522Mississippi
*0.52.62.023Iowa
*0.52.72.224Idaho
*0.52.52.025Indiana
*0.52.82.326Maryland
*0.52.72.227New Jersey
*0.52.72.228Minnesota
*0.52.62.129Michigan
*0.52.72.330Illinois
*0.52.72.231Delaware
*0.52.72.332Massachusetts
*0.52.62.133Wyoming
*0.52.62.234Wisconsin
*0.53.02.535Louisiana
*0.42.72.336Colorado
 0.42.92.537Arkansas
*0.42.72.338Missouri
*0.42.72.339Washington
*0.42.62.340Vermont
*0.42.82.441Georgia
*0.42.72.442Tennessee
*0.42.62.243Utah
*0.42.92.644Oklahoma
*0.32.72.445Montana
 0.32.82.546Alabama
*0.32.62.347Maine
 0.32.62.448South Carolina
 0.22.52.349North Dakota
 0.12.62.550Alaska

*2.55.53.0District of Columbia

*0.63.02.3Total U.S.
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New York had the largest increase from 3.6 to 5.8 points, followed by California and
Pennsylvania. 

Changes in Income Shares 

Trends in the share of income held by families in the middle quintile of the income
distribution also show that middle-income families are falling behind the richest fifth of families
in the vast majority of states.

Table 8 shows the share of income held by families in the middle and top fifths of the
income distribution in the late 1970s and the late 1990s.  In the United States as a whole, the
share of income held by the middle fifth of families fell from 18.1 percent to 16.2 percent.  In
every state the share of income held by the middle fifth of families followed the national trend. 

As noted earlier, the top fifth of families saw its share increase over the period in every
state.  In the United States as a whole, the share of total family income held by the richest 20
percent of families increased from 38.4 percent to 45.4 percent over the past two decades.
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Table 8
Share of Income Held by Middle and Top Fifths of Families,

’78-’80 through ’96-’98.

Share of IncomeShare of Income
held by top fifthheld by middle fifth

’96-’98’78-’80’96-’98’78-’80State

45.2%40.7%16.2%18.0%Alabama
42.4%41.4%15.9%17.8%Alaska
50.8%40.1%14.4%17.4%Arizona
44.6%42.7%15.6%16.6%Arkansas
48.6%39.9%15.1%17.7%California
43.6%37.2%16.4%18.4%Colorado
44.4%36.6%16.7%17.4%Connecticut
44.4%38.1%16.0%17.5%Delaware
45.0%40.1%16.1%17.5%Florida
44.3%39.8%17.0%17.9%Georgia
39.1%35.5%18.3%20.0%Hawaii
42.4%38.0%16.6%17.7%Idaho
43.4%37.1%17.0%19.2%Illinois
42.0%35.6%16.5%17.8%Indiana
41.0%35.1%17.0%18.8%Iowa
46.4%37.1%15.4%17.4%Kansas
44.5%36.7%16.6%18.3%Kentucky
46.1%40.3%16.2%17.9%Louisiana
42.1%37.5%17.0%18.1%Maine
45.0%37.1%16.9%18.0%Maryland
43.4%36.8%17.4%18.4%Massachusetts
42.2%35.7%17.0%18.9%Michigan
41.3%35.7%17.6%18.3%Minnesota
47.3%41.1%15.1%17.4%Mississippi
42.7%38.5%17.1%17.6%Missouri
42.2%38.6%17.2%18.3%Montana
42.7%35.9%17.0%17.9%Nebraska
44.7%37.6%15.8%18.5%Nevada
45.0%36.7%16.0%18.6%New Hampshire
43.4%36.1%16.9%18.9%New Jersey
50.3%41.7%14.0%16.7%New Mexico
48.7%38.9%15.4%18.2%New York
44.6%39.0%16.2%18.3%North Carolina
40.8%37.5%17.6%17.7%North Dakota
43.1%36.6%17.1%18.5%Ohio
45.8%40.7%15.4%17.5%Oklahoma
48.1%37.6%15.2%17.5%Oregon
44.0%35.3%16.5%18.5%Pennsylvania
47.6%34.9%15.4%19.2%Rhode Island
43.5%39.2%16.5%18.0%South Carolina
44.8%38.6%15.6%17.9%South Dakota
43.7%40.0%17.2%17.8%Tennessee
48.7%41.4%14.7%17.4%Texas
41.2%36.7%17.0%17.6%Utah
42.2%35.9%17.1%18.3%Vermont
44.5%38.6%17.4%18.0%Virginia
41.9%38.1%16.8%18.3%Washington
43.7%37.4%16.4%18.2%West Virginia
41.9%34.9%16.8%19.1%Wisconsin
41.9%36.7%16.8%18.0%Wyoming

61.6%47.7%11.1%15.3%Dist. of Col.

45.4%38.4%16.2%18.1%Total U.S.

Source: Economic Policy Institute/ Center on Budget and Policy Priorities’ analysis of data 
from the U.S. Census Bureau’s Current Population Survey.


